Statistical matching is a methodology used to merge microdata from two (or more) files into a single matched file, the variants of which have been extensively studied. Among existing studies, we focused on Moriarity and Scheuren's (2001) method, which is a representative method of statistical matching for continuous data.
Introduction
(1.1)
Suppose that A and B are two files consisting of nA and nB, independent and identically distributed observations generated from f (x x x, y y y, z z z). Assume that X X X is observed in both files and Y Y Y appears only in one file (A), while Z Z Z is observed exclusively in the second file (B) as in (1.2). X X X are thus common variables, whereas Y Y Y and Z Z Z are unique variables. Record linkage, or exact matching, is a methodology designed to merge the same entities from two (or more) different files. On the other hand, statistical matching, as a methodology designed to allocate microdata from similar entities, is used to merge microdata from two (or more) files into a single matched file (see Statistical matching and its variants have been discussed by Okner (1972 Okner ( , 1974 , Sims (1972 Sims ( , 1974 , Paass (1982) , and Rodgers (1984) . Of particular note, Kadane (1978) and Rubin (1986) described regression-based procedures to produce a matched file. When using Kadane's (1978) method, Moriarity and Scheuren (2001) observed that the correlation coefficients between unique variables are not preserved during the matching procedure. Also, Moriarity and Scheuren (2003) indicated that Rubin (1986) did not consider the preservation of the correlation matrix structure, and asserted that the way in which his method estimated the secondary predicted values was redundant. In other words, it was proposed that Moriarity and Scheuren's (2001) method could improve on the existing regression-based procedures of Kadane (1978) and Rubin (1986) .
In this paper, we focused on Moriarity and Scheuren's method as being paradigmatic of statistical matching for continuous data, and proposed a revision by using a robust approach in the regression step of the procedure. Furthermore, through simulation studies, using both simulated and real data, we showed that our proposed method represents an improvement on that of Moriarity and Scheuren. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly examines Moriarity and Scheuren's method, highlights its problems, and proposes an improved statistical matching technique; Section 3 and Section 4 present the results of the simulation and case studies; and Section 5 concludes.
Statistical Matching Methods
In a statistical matching framework, we naturally assume the conditional independence of (Y Y Y , Z Z Z), given X X X. This was assumed, either explicitly or implicitly, in all previous statistical matching applications. This assumption is usually referred to as the conditional independence assumption(CIA), and f (x x x, y y y,
when the CIA holds. Moreover, given the multivariate normality of (
−1 Σ XZ XZ XZ and the conditional expectations of Z Z Z and Y Y Y in files A and B will be simplified as follows:
The previous argument can easily be extended to multivariate linear regression models .2) can then be estimated as (2.5) and (2.6), respectively. 
Stage 2: Carry out the constrained match using RELAX-IV software (Bertsekas, 1991; Bertsekas and Tseng, 1994) , which is able to conduct a constrained match by solving a "transportation" linear programming problem.
Improving on Kadane (1978) , Moriarity and Scheuren added random residuals r r r Kadane (1978) , the covariance matrices of (
are nonsingular matrices and the expected values of these are equal to the population covariance matrix Σ. Furthermore, in order to preserve the covariance structure, Moriarity and Scheuren conducted a constrained match excepting common variable X X X in the matching step. Consequently, compared with Kadane (1978) and Rubin (1986) is not normal, these random residuals could be problematic.
Proposed method
is called the least distance estimator(LDE), where || · || denotes the usual Euclidean distance. In model (2.4), we can obtain the estimatorβ β β
The LDE is an estimator considering the relationship among response variables, and the relative efficiency of the LDE with respect to the least absolute estimator increases as the correlation between the response variables increases (Jhun and Choi, 2009 ). Additionally, Bai et al. (1990) found that the LDE is robust when the data contain outliers. Although the LSE is the most widely used estimator in regression modeling, it can be seriously affected when outliers exist and its estimation process fails to take into account the relationship among response variables. Thus, if the LSE is used, valuable information contained in the interdependence structure of the response variables may be overlooked, unlike when the LDE is employed. For these reasons, in statistical matching the LDE can be considered as an alternative to the LSE when the distribution of (X X X, Y Y Y , Z Z Z) has outliers or a heavy tail. 
Next, consider the empirical residuals u u u
Stage 2: For each b = 1, . . . , nB, impute the live value ya * corresponding to the closest entity a * in file A with respect to the Mahalanobis distance, i.e. the unconstrained match.
For matching, either the constrained or the unconstrained match can be used in the matching step, but we employ the unconstrained match in order to obtain the closest entity to the reality. In fact, the proposed method replaces the LSE used in that of Moriarity and Scheuren with the LDE in Stage 1, and also swaps random residuals for empirical residuals in Stage 3 of the regression step.
That is to say, we propose a robust revision of Moriarity and Scheuren's method. We thus expect that the proposed method will create a matched file which is closer to the reality than is produced by that of Moriarity and Scheuren, especially when the distribution of (X X X, Y Y Y , Z Z Z) is not normal.
Simulation Study
In order to compare the proposed method with that of Moriarity and Scheuren in performance, we carried out a simulation study. We considered two cases: 
Case 1: X X X, Y Y Y and Z Z Z are all univariate
We considered four types of distributions for (X1, Y1, Z1), where p = q = r = 1: i) a multivariate normal distribution MVN(µ µ µ1, Σ1), where the mean vector µ µ µ1 and covariance matrix Σ1 are the same as in (3.1).
ii) a contaminated multivariate normal distribution 0.9MVN(µ µ µ1, Σ1) + 0.1MVN(µ µ µ1, Σ2), where the mean vector µ µ µ1 and covariance matrix Σ1 are as in i) and Σ2 is the same as Σ1 except the variance of Y1 is 100
iii) a multivariate t distribution with 3 degrees of freedom with covariance matrix Σ1 iv) a multivariate Cauchy distribution
We generated n = 2000 observations of (X1, Y1, Z1) from each of the four types of distributions and randomly separated them into two files of the same size, nA = nB = 1000. We then deleted the variable Y1 in one file and Z1 in another, in order to create the recipient and donor files, respectively. We performed statistical matching by using both our proposed method and that of Moriarity and Scheuren. For the assessment of sampling variation, this procedure was repeated 100 times independently.
Usually, the efficiency of a matched file is determined by two factors. First, how close the values of the matched unique variable are to the real values, and secondly, how similar the correlation coefficients between the matched unique variable and the other variables are to the real correlation coefficients. To assess the former, we calculated the sum of absolute differences between the real y b1 (b = 1, . . . , nB) 
Case 2: X X X, Y Y Y and Z Z Z are all multivariate
We extended the simulation study to a multivariate situation. We considered four types of distributions for (X1, X2, Y1, Y2, Z1, Z2) , where p = q = r = 2. The features of the distributions are similar to those in Case 1, where the variances of Yj, j = 1, 2 equal 100 in Σ2 for a contaminated multivariate normal distribution. As in Case 1, we generated n = 2000 observations of (X1, X2, Y1, Y2, Z1, Z2) from each of the four types of distributions and randomly separated them into two files of the same size, nA = nB = 1000. We then deleted the variable (Y1, Y2) in one file and (Z1, Z2) in another, in order to create the recipient and donor files, respectively. We performed statistical matching by using the proposed method and that of Moriarity and Scheuren. For the reduction of sampling variation, this procedure was repeated 100 times independently, as in Case 1. Table 3 .2 shows the means and the standard deviations of the evaluation factors from 100 independent repetitions. Overall, the results are similar to those in Table 3 
Real Example
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed method in a real situation, the method was applied to the Boston Housing Data found in Harrison and Rubinfeld (1978) . The data set involves housing conditions of 506 observations, with 14 variables. We used 6 of these variables: DIS (weighted distances to five Boston employment centers), LSTAT (percentage of the population that is lower status), NOX (nitric oxides concentration), MEDV(median value of owner-occupied homes in $1000s), RM (average number of rooms per dwelling), and CRIM (per capita crime rate by town). We randomly separated the data file into two equally sized files, nA = nB = 253 to make the donor and recipient files as in Figure 4 .1. Then, we performed statistical matching by using our proposed method and that of Moriarity and Scheuren. As in the previous simulation studies, this procedure was repeated 100 times independently. Table 4 .1 shows the means and the standard deviations for the evaluation factors, based on these 100 independent repetitions. Considering that the standard deviations of NOX (Y1) and MEDV (Y2) were 0.12 and 9.20 in the original complete data set, respectively, the means of Y D 1 and Y D 2 based on the proposed method were significantly lower than those based on Moriarity and Scheuren's method. Moreover, the means of Corr(Xi, Yj), i, j = 1, 2 and Corr( Yj, Z k ), j, k = 1, 2 based on the proposed method were much closer to the real values than those based on Moriarity and Scheuren's method.
Conclusion
In this research, we examined and proposed revisions to Moriarity and Scheuren's (2001) method, which is a representative method of statistical matching for continuous data. Their method improved on Kadane's (1978) and Rubin's (1986) methods by using the random residuals in the regression step and conducting a constrained match excepting the common variables in the matching step. However, since it assumed that (X X X, Y Y Y , Z Z Z) follows multivariate normal distribution, it may not be appropriate when the distribution of (X X X, Y Y Y , Z Z Z) has outliers or a heavy tail. This study's proposed method employs the LDE, which is an alternative to the LSE and robust to outliers, and takes into account the relationship among response variables, thus forming an alternative to the LSE. The employment of empirical residuals as an alternative to the use of random residuals can also make our proposed method distribution-free. Through simulation studies using both simulated and real data, we found that the proposed method has distinct advantages over existing alternatives.
